selected, the ashes themselves, and anyone else involved, came together in particular acts of disposal and what might be the consequences of these acts.
Therefore, this chapter explores the decision-making processes which led family members or friends of someone who had died to choose a particular mode or site for the disposal of their ashes. The deliberations involved place and space, yet the temporal dimension of these processes was also important; many interviewees needed time to arrive at choices that 'fitted', or made sense, in terms of the person they had known and their previous and future relationship with them. Finding the proper 'fit' could, nonetheless, result in final destinations that were akin to traditional practices; for example, interment in existing family graves or ash graves in cemeteries (see Kellaher et al., 2005) . The private home or garden could also become a destination, although the interior of the house tended to be chosen for temporary storage until a decision had been made or another set of ashes -usually a spouse -could be mingled with the first for final deposition. 'Nature', as in water or landscapes that held special memories, was another choice, along with less contemplative settings such as football grounds and pubs. While the media often flag the exotica of ash disposal -being smoked by a rock star, fired into space, made into a diamond, incorporated into a painting or a piece of sculpture -we frequently found mundane destinations for ashes that were anthropologically more revealing since they carried associations with lives previously lived, whether everyday life or key life course transitions such as weddings. Many interviewees seemed to have worked and re-worked such associations, using material aspects of a former shared life -places, events, odd moments and particular objects -to craft particular places in which the deceased person's habitual dispositions could persist in death.
Using material culture studies' perspectives, this chapter explores these data as examples of place-making. To this end, Ingold's (2000) work on the relationship between people and the landscape is helpful, as is his subsequent work on line-making (2007) . This later study examines the lines people generate wherever they go, whether through walking, talking or gesticulating. Key to Ingold's thinking (2007) is the difference between 'open lines' which involve unpremeditated and creative movement towards unidentified destinations -of which wayfaring is an example -and 'closed lines' which lead only to a fixed endpoint, exemplified in commuter travel. This distinction provides a theoretical resource which allows comparison between the journeys made by people who retain ashes without a destination in mind and an established
